Ten suggestions for Local Seniors Chemists group Zoom Meetings

1. Social Hour (some have found late afternoon to be a good time)
2. Discuss an article from C&EN about COVID-19 or another topic of interest.
3. Book discussion
4. Set up a panel discussion on a topic of local interest
5. Virtual tour using online resources, such as ORNL virtual tours, [Virtual Tours | ORNL](https://www.ornl.gov/virtual-tours)
6. Virtual tour of a local business via smart phone
7. How-to demonstration, such as cooking, crafts, or woodworking.
8. Trivia game
9. Sing along. All attendees except for the accompanist should be muted due to time lag.
10. Travel talk, either pictures from a pre-COVID trip, or potential places to visit. Smithsonian Magazine is a resource [How to Virtually Travel From Your Living Room | Travel | Smithsonian Magazine](https://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/how-to-virtually-travel-from-your-living-room-180972959/)